Chemical Analysis of Complex Surface-Adsorbed Molecules and Their Reactions by Means of Cluster-Induced Desorption/Ionization Mass Spectrometry.
Desorption/ionization induced by neutral SO2 clusters (DINeC) is used for mass spectrometry (MS) of surface-adsorbed molecules. The method is shown to be a surface-sensitive analysis tool capable of detecting molecular adsorbates in a wide range of molecular weights as well as their reactions on surfaces, which are otherwise difficult to access. Two different surface/adsorbate systems prepared by means of electrospray ion beam deposition (ES-IBD) were investigated: For the peptide angiotensin II on gold, intact molecules were desorbed from the surface when deposited by soft landing ES-IBD. By comparison to the well-controlled amount of substance deposited by ES-IBD, the sensitivity of DINeC-MS was shown to be on the order of 0.1% of a monolayer coverage, corresponding to femtomoles of analyte. Depending on deposition and sample conditions, the original state of charge of the molecules could be retrieved. Reaction of the adsorbed molecules both with surface atoms as well as with coadsorbed D2O was monitored. Rhodamine 6G was also desorbed as an intact molecule when deposited with kinetic energies below 50 eV. For higher deposition energy, fragmentation of the dye molecules was observed by means of DINeC-MS.